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Abstract This study compares an ensemble of dynamically downscaled projections of extreme daily
precipitation over the contiguous United States (CONUS). With a grid spacing of 12 km and a domain that
encompasses most of North America, we use the Weather Research and Forecast model as a regional climate
model. We incorporate initial and boundary conditions from three different Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project Phase 5 Earth system models (ESMs). We focus on precipitation extremes in the future climate
(2045–2054 and 2085–2094) by comparing a business-as-usual high-emissions scenario to emissions from a
historical period (1995–2004). In the historical period, the Weather Research and Forecasting-downscaled
simulations result in significant improvements over the ESMs for precipitation extremes. In the analyses of
future climate, there is a large increase in the projected frequency of extreme precipitation events over the
entire CONUS and a decrease in median precipitation days. Moreover, most regions show an increase
in the number of dry days in the future scenarios. Themagnitude of extreme precipitation events is projected
to increase in the CONUS at all temperatures above freezing. The strongest precipitation events will increase
in intensity, primarily because of a shift in precipitation distribution due to the increase in near-surface air
temperatures (Clausius-Claperyon relationship). However, these events are also affected by changes in
some atmospheric dynamical factors, such as stronger low level jet, especially over the Midwestern
United States. In addition, compared to those calculated by the ESMs, the downscaled projections show
important regional differences in the frequency and magnitude of extreme precipitation events.

1. Introduction

From 1980 to 2017, flooding, excluding that caused by tropical cyclones, accounted for 12.8% of the billion-
dollar weather-related events in the United States (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/billions/). Not all flooding
events are caused by extreme daily rainfall, but there is usually a strong link between the two. A recent assess-
ment of climate change across the United States, the Climate Science Special Report (USGCRP, 2017), found
that the frequency and intensity of heavy precipitation have been increasing since 1901 and there is high
confidence that this trend will continue through the end of the 21st century. However, there are important
regional differences in these changes. Several previous studies also showed that both hourly and daily
extreme precipitation events have increased in intensity and spatial coverage across most of North
America over the past several decades (Anderson et al., 2015; Janssen et al., 2014, 2016; Min et al., 2011;
Peterson et al., 2013; Prein et al., 2017). These studies also found that these changes are primarily due to
anthropogenic forcing—not natural forcing—in the climate system (e.g., Zhang et al., 2013). W. Chang,
Stein, et al. (2016) project that by the end of the 21st century, the size of individual storms will shrink, while
the intensity of these storms will increase; a warming climate promotes more convective precipitation in the
future compared to the past.

Because saturation vapor pressure in the atmosphere is a function of atmospheric temperature via the
Clausius-Clapeyron (C-C) relationship, the root cause of increased precipitation extremes is largely related
to the increase in global temperatures, as the atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases (GHGs)
increase (e.g., Allen & Ingram, 2002). Earth systemmodels (ESMs) are important tools scientists use to quantify
uncertainties associated with the future evolution of continental or global temperatures and precipitation, as
the climate system warms (Hansen et al., 2006; IPCC, 2013, Ragno et al., 2018). For example, Sherwood et al.
(2014) found that when atmospheric CO2 doubles, ESMs increase the globally averaged surface temperature
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by 2–4.5 °C, depending on various physical parameters in different ESMs. Accordingly, the magnitude of
extreme precipitation events should increase correspondingly by about 5–10%/°C change, based on the
C-C relationship (e.g., Allen & Ingram 2002; Wang et al., 2017). The magnitude of the change also depends
on dynamic features associated with precipitation patterns in specific regions (e.g., Bukovsky & Karoly,
2009; d’Orgeville et al., 2014; Hayhoe et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2017).

ESMs do well at representing large-scale precipitation patterns on a seasonal and yearly timescale (e.g., IPCC,
2014; Hayhoe et al., 2008; Sheffield, Barrett, et al., 2013; Sheffield, Camargo, et al., 2013). However, current
models have spatial resolutions that are too coarse to adequately capture extreme precipitation events in
local areas or seasonal precipitation patterns in areas of complex terrain (Hayhoe et al., 2008; Liang et al.,
2006; Racherla et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2015; Zobel et al., 2018). For example, mesoscale convective systems
result in as much as 60% of seasonal rainfall in the central United States during the spring and summer, but
existing ESM results lack the high spatial resolution needed to simulate these events accurately. This draw-
back leads to large uncertainties in future projections (Kooperman et al., 2013). Increased resolution improves
the ESMs’ ability to capture mesoscale processes that are vital for accurately projecting future extreme events
(Bacmeister et al., 2014). However, running the model at high resolution (on the order of tens of kilometers)
over the entire globe is still not feasible because computational resources are limited. Therefore, limited-area
models (LAMs) are developed with considerably higher resolution to describe regional-scale climate variabil-
ity and change. LAMs have finite boundaries and are partially constrained by global-scale reanalysis or
climate model outputs of meteorological data at relatively coarse spatial resolutions. This technique, called
dynamical downscaling, can simulate small-scale surface forcing, such as forcing caused by topography
and vegetation type. If the LAM model grid size is smaller than a few kilometers, the parameterization of
the subgrid-scale process (e.g., convection) can be eliminated, and the performance of the LAMs can improve
significantly (W. Chang et al., 2018). Thus, dynamical downscaling is useful for generating climate projections.
It is especially promising for understanding potential future changes in precipitation characteristics. The
North American Regional Climate Change Assessment Program (NARCCAP) conducted several dynamical
downscaling studies over the North American domain for historical and future climate at a spatial resolution
of 50 km over a period of 30 years and a relatively large ensemble (Mearns et al., 2012). Many other studies
used downscaling to evaluate regional precipitation changes; their spatial resolutions are similar to our study
but are plotted over a smaller domain (e.g., Bachmeister et al., 2013; d’Orgeville et al., 2014; Hayhoe et al.,
2008). Because of the computational expense of the climate simulations, some concessions must be made
in terms of spatial resolution, temporal length, and/or the number of unique boundary conditions used to
perform downscaling (i.e., ensemble size). Increasing any of these features within a data set can improve
the understanding of future climate uncertainties. The ensemble presented in this study is unique because
few studies maintain a large domain similar to NARCCAP while increasing spatial resolution to a much higher
resolution—although our study has a smaller ensemble size and a shorter temporal length than NARCCAP.

This study analyzes five dynamically downscaled simulations with 12-km spatial resolution to quantify the
impacts of climate change on future extreme precipitation within several climatologically cohesive regions
of the contiguous United States (CONUS) through the end of the 21st century. The primary objective of
this research is to better understand precipitation extremes using high-spatial-resolution climate models
and to provide regional information about the potential hydrology and agriculture impacts of climate.
Our precipitation data continue the analysis of historical biases that Zobel et al. (2017, 2018) began;
the Zobel et al. (2017, 2018) studies quantified future uncertainties associated with temperature
extremes in the United States. The initial objective of our study is to quantify the added value—or lack
thereof—dynamical downscaling has over its ESM counterpart for both extreme events and seasonal
mean precipitation (section 3.1). Confidence in quantifying future uncertainties in the climate system is
derived from the simulations ability to accurately model historical events (Bukovsky, 2012; Christensen
et al., 2010; Loikith et al., 2015; Lorenz & Jacob, 2010; Wang & Kotamarthi, 2015). Therefore, in addition
to spatially quantifying historical accuracy, we use this ensemble along with raw ESM data to examine
future projections of regional extreme precipitation events measuring the difference between its historical
counterpart. Section 3.2 discusses the change in frequency of future extreme precipitation events in
several regions across the CONUS. Section 3.3 presents the impacts increasing regional temperatures will
have on potential changes in precipitation magnitude and distribution. Section 4 summarizes the potential
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impacts precipitation extremes will have on several regions throughout the CONUS, as well as the
mechanisms that cause the changes in precipitation extremes.

2. Model and Validation Data

This study uses dynamically downscaled simulations to discuss the impact a warming climate will have on
extreme precipitation events in the future. The regional climate model (RCM) used to perform the downscal-
ing is the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model, version 3.3.1. It has a 12-km spatial resolution over
most of North America (see Figure 1 in Wang & Kotamarthi, 2014, for domain used). For subgrid-scale treat-
ments, according to Wang and Kotamarthi (2014), WRF uses Yonsei University planetary boundary layers
(Hong et al., 2006; Noh et al., 2003), Grell-Devenyi convective parameters (Grell & Dévényi, 2002), Noah land
surface model (Chen & Dudhia, 2001), longwave and shortwave radiation of the Rapid Radiation Transfer
Model (rtweb.aer.com; Iacono et al., 2008), and Morrison microphysics (Morrison et al., 2009). For those simu-
lations that apply spectral nudging (see model description below), nudging is effective above planetary
boundary layer height to wavelengths around 1,200 km. The nudging coefficient is 3 × 10�5 s�1. We allow
a 1-year spin-up period for both historical and future simulations to reach equilibrium.

The ensemble we developed has five members with initial and boundary conditions from three ESMs:
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory Earth System Model 2 (GFDL-ESM 2G), developed by the
NOAA/Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (Donner et al., 2011); Hadley Centre Global Environment
Model Version 2 (HadGEM2-ES), developed by the Meteorological Office Hadley Centre (Jones et al., 2011);
and Community Climate System Model 4 (CCSM4), developed by the National Center of Atmospheric
Research (Gent et al., 2011). Many more ESMs participated in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
Phase 5 (CMIP5) project, but these three ESMs represent the range of the sensitivities of all ESM responses
to doubled CO2 (Sherwood et al., 2014). The three ESMs in this study range from a climate sensitivity range
of 2.38 °C (GFDL-ESM 2G) to a 4.5 °C increase (HadGEM2-ES); CCSM4 projects 2.9 °C, approximately the
average of all CMIP5 models (Sherwood et al., 2014).

Our ensemble is made up of one simulation that uses HadGEM2-ES boundary conditions (abbreviated
WH); two simulations that use GFDL-ESM 2G as boundary conditions—one with spectral nudging
(WGN) and one without (WGNN); and two simulations that use CCSM4 as boundary conditions—one with
bias correction (WCB) and one without (WCNB; see Zobel et al., 2018, for more details). WCB and WCNB
also apply spectral nudging, and WGN and WGNN apply bias correction as well. Applying bias correction
and weak nudging to one simulation and not the other with the same boundary conditions allows us to
compare the relative benefits of nudging and bias correction. CMIP5 simulations were developed using
potential pathways for future GHG emissions; these emission scenarios are known as representative con-
centration pathways (RCPs; IPCC, 2014). For the future emissions scenarios used in this study, we employ
two RCP scenarios. The first, RCP 8.5, a business-as-usual scenario, implies continued heavy emissions of
GHGs at or greater than current emissions through the end of the century and leads to radiative forcing
of 8.5 W/m2 by 2100 (Riahi et al., 2011). The second is RCP 4.5, a mitigation scenario, which assumes GHG
emissions will stabilize by the end of the century and peak by midcentury (Thomson et al., 2011). For
most of the ensemble simulations conducted by this study, we ran each of the lateral boundary condi-
tions with two scenarios, each for two future time periods: (1) historical simulations (1995–2005), (2)
RCP 4.5 (2045–2054), (3) RCP 4.5 (2085–2094), (4) RCP 8.5 (2045–2054), and (5) RCP 8.5 (2085–2095; see
Table 1 from Zobel et al., 2017). The results presented in this study focus on the RCP8.5 scenario for
2085–2094 (R8Y8).

To validate historical simulations, we use a set of gridded precipitation data from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration Cooperative Observer stations. Precipitation data from these gauges are
gridded to 1=8° resolution using a mapping algorithm from Shepard (1984). Widmann and Bretherton
(2000) were the first to implement this technique (see Zobel et al., 2018, for more details). After this, we
regridded the original ESM data to match the spatial resolution of the observations and RCM simulations
for comparison. In this study, we conduct regional analyses using seven climatologically cohesive regions
set by the National Climate Assessment (NCA; Melillo et al., 2014; USGCRP, 2017). These regions are abbre-
viated as follows: Northwest (NW), Southwest (SW), Southern Great Plains (SGP), Northern Great Plains
(NGP), Midwest (MW), Northeast (NE), and Southeast (SE; see Figure 2 in Janssen et al., 2014).
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3. Results
3.1. Spatial Added Value

Extensive past research in dynamic downscaling focused on added value relative to ESMs (e.g., Hu et al., 2018;
E. K. Chang, Ma, et al., 2016; W. Chang, Stein, et al., 2016; W. Chang et al., 2018). In this section, we discuss how
the ESMs and RCMs in this study capture extreme and seasonal precipitation compared to observations. We
also discuss where in the United States RCMs added the most significant value. To better illustrate the spatial
added value of RCMs, Figure 1 shows how the RCMs and ESMs perform at representing the 95th percentile at
each grid point. Table 1 shows regionally averaged absolute errors of RCM- and ESM-simulated 95th-
percentile precipitation over the seven NCA subregions. It is evident that all three ESMs exhibit a major dry
bias for extreme events in all regions, especially east of the Rocky Mountains (bottom two rows of
Figure 1). In the Midwest and the Great Plains, most areas are 32% drier than the observed 95th percentile,
and many areas close to the Gulf of Mexico are as much as 60% drier than observations. However,
HadGEM2-ES performs better than the other two ESMs in all seven subregions (Table 1). In all seven subre-
gions, the RCM simulations have significantly less dry bias for extreme precipitation (Table 1). This is espe-
cially true in the eastern two thirds of the United States (top three rows of Figure 1). Within the majority of
the Great Plains and the Midwest, WGN and WCB produce more than 8% bias. Near the Gulf of Mexico and
in the Southeast, the dry bias of extreme precipitation events decreases ~60% compared to their ESM coun-
terparts to a total of ~16–32%, although the bias is still large over this region compared to the rest of the
United States. This is most likely due to the difficulty of convective parameterization has in capturing extreme
events caused by tropical cyclones and mesoscale convective events. Using the same model setup as this
study for WRF driven by NCEP reanalysis data, W. Chang et al. (2018) found that reducing the model grid size
to 4 km and permitting convection significantly reduces the model bias in heavy precipitation over
the Southeast.

HadGEM2-ES does the best of representing historical extremes compared to the other two ESMs for locations
east of the Rockies. However, when it is used to set boundary conditions for downscaling, it does not outper-
form WGN or WCB. This is likely because these simulations do not use spectral nudging and bias correction.
Spectral nudging is especially prudent in these regions because it emphasizes the large-scale features that
result from the boundary conditions; in addition, Kunkel et al. (2012) show that historically, frontal systems
and extratropical cyclones produced the majority of extreme events in these regions. The results from the
two WRF-GFDL and WRF-CCSM simulations reveal that both spectral nudging and bias correction are impor-
tant over the Midwest and Plains because they yield greater improvements compared to their ESM counter-
parts in representations of the extreme values in the RCM. Xu and Yang (2015) came to similar conclusions
about improvements due to both spectral nudging and bias correction. In the western United States, all
RCM simulations improve the accuracy of precipitation events compared to the ESMs because high spatial
resolution increases accuracy in simulations of orographic lift in these regions, which is important for both
seasonally averaged precipitation and extreme events (e.g., Bacmeister et al., 2014). There is less dependence
on bias correction or spectral nudging in the western United States compared to the central regions of the
United States. All five RCM simulations yield similar results compared to the observed values, with the excep-
tion of the WGN simulation in the most southern part of the Southwest, where a wet bias is present. Overall,
the RCMs produce much smaller absolute errors in extreme precipitation compared to the ESMs for all seven
NCA subregions. For example, compared to the observations for the Midwest generated by a multiple-RCM
mean, the percent difference of absolute error in extreme precipitation is 10.78%, while that by a multiple-
ESM mean is 26.01% (see Table 1).

Figure 2 shows the difference in spring (March, April, and May) precipitation (mm/day) between each of the
simulations and observations. The added value of RCMs relative to their ESM counterparts is evident for
extreme precipitation, but RCMs do not always add value in seasonal precipitation. We use spring seasonal
precipitation as an example to illustrate this finding because most of the extreme precipitation events over
the central and eastern parts of the country occur from March through August (e.g., Bukovsky & Karoly,
2011; Fritsch et al., 1986). The high-resolution RCMs better capture seasonal precipitation in the topographi-
cally diverse western regions (top four rows of Figure 2). However, this is not true for spring precipitation over
the central United States. Bias correction and spectral nudging appear to be essential for both seasonal pre-
cipitation and extreme events within the Midwest and Plains; the WGNN, WCNB, and WH produce a large
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negative bias in precipitation over these regions that is not present in the ESMs (bottom two rows of Figure 2).
That said, WGN and WCB increase the magnitude of the wet bias from the ESMs in the Southern Great Plains
but overall are still much more accurate than their ESM counterpart. Previous regional modeling studies also

Figure 1. Percentage difference in the 95th percentile of daily precipitation between observations and regional climate
model (RCM) and Earth system model (ESM) simulations. CCSM4 = Community Climate System Model 4;
GFDL = Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory; HadGEM2 = Hadley Centre Global Environment Model Version 2;
WRF = Weather Research and Forecasting.
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showed that spectral nudging is crucial to alleviate the dry bias over the Plains and the Midwest, especially
during the warm season (Hu et al., 2018). We find this is the case not only in the spring but also in the
summer (not shown). During the summer, spectral nudging improves the simulated seasonal precipitation
in the central United States, but bias correction can introduce a wet bias over the Plains states that is not pre-
sent in the ESM. For winter seasonal precipitation, WGN and WCB significantly increase a slight wet bias from
the ESM over the Northern Plains and Midwest, but WH, WGNN, and WCNB outperform the ESM in these
regions. RCM seasonal precipitation in the western regions of the United States is better for all four seasons
at a similar magnitude to that shown for spring in Figure 2. Overall, with the exception of the western
United States, it appears that the greatest added value from using a high-resolution downscaled ensemble
is its ability to capture extreme precipitation more accurately. Therefore, the sections below focus on future
projections of the frequency and intensity of extreme precipitation and the impacts increasing surface air
temperatures have on the changes in extreme precipitation.

3.2. Frequency of Extreme Precipitation

In this section, we aim to understand how a changing climate affects the distribution of precipitation. Unlike
the temperature distribution, the precipitation distribution is not Gaussian in nature; it is heavily skewed
toward low-precipitation events. In order to get the best idea of how future projections represent precipita-
tion events, we apply a percentile interval method for our RCM ensemble as well as the original ESM output.
This method is similar to that used in chapter 7 of USGCRP (2017), the first volume of the fourth NCA, which is
also known as the Climate Science Special Report (CSSR). First, we calculate the number of dry days for both
historical and future simulations. Here a dry day is any grid point with less than 2-mm precipitation. For the
remaining precipitation days, we calculate the historical percentile thresholds in intervals of 10% from 0
(2 mm) to the 90th percentile and in intervals of 5 for the upper 10% of precipitation days. Once we calculate
these values for the historical period, we find the difference in percentages for future nondry days that fall
between each of these intervals. For example, if 8% of future nondry days occur between the 30th and
40th historical percentiles, which contained 10% of the nondry days historically, then the change would be
�2% for those events. We also follow this same procedure using the original ESM output.

Figure 3 shows how the distributions change from historical to R8Y8 throughout the CONUS and four NCA
subregions for three ESMs (left) used to perform the downscaling, as well as three of the five RCM simulations
(right). Over the CONUS, the WGNN and WCNB simulations yielded similar results to WGN and WCB, respec-
tively, but we show WGN and WCB because of their historical accuracy at simulating precipitation extremes.
The overall trend of the RCM projections is an increase in both dry days and heavy precipitation events in the
upper quartile, but a decrease in light and moderate precipitation events between the 0th and 70th percen-
tiles. For the R8Y8 scenario over the CONUS, dry days increase in all RCM simulations, with the exception of
WH, which simulated approximately zero change in dry days from the historical period. The frequency of
events that fall within the upper quartile increases in all five RCM simulations compared to the frequency
of historical events. This is not the case for the ESM simulations. While the dry days increase in the

Table 1
Regionally Averaged Absolute Error for the Seven Regions in the CONUS That Are Depicted in Figure 1

Model Midwest Northern Great Plains Northeast Southern Great Plains Southeast Southwest

WGNN 18 17 19 21 24 18
WGN 12 20 15 25 16 20
WH 16 17 15 18 24 16
WCB 12 14 14 23 13 20
WCNB 12 13 12 23 19 24
ESM GFDL 30 28 20 33 41 40
ESM HadGEM2 21 21 14 28 29 20
ESM CCSM4 28 32 18 29 46 42
Avg-RCM 11 12 12 19 17 17
Avg-ESM 26 26 17 28 38 34

Note. CCSM4 = Community Climate System Model 4; ESM = Earth system model; GFDL = Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory; HadGEM2 = Hadley Centre
Global Environment Model Version 2; RCM = regional climate model. The absolute error is calculated by taking the grid point absolute value of the values shown
in Figure 1 and then averaging regionally.
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Figure 2. Difference (unit: mm/day) in seasonal precipitation (March, April, and May) between observations, regional climate model (RCM) simulations, and Earth
system model (ESM) simulations. CCSM4 = Community Climate System Model 4; GFDL = Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory; HadGEM2 = Hadley Centre
Global Environment Model Version 2; WRF = Weather Research and Forecasting.
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HadGEM2 and GFDL-ESM 2G models, the CCSM4 projected a modest decrease in the number of dry days.
Across the CONUS, both the RCM simulations and ESM data project an increase in events that occur in the
upper 95th percentile; however, all five RCMs project a greater increase in these events compared to their

Figure 3. Percentage difference in the frequency bins between historical and RCP 8.5 2085–2094 simulations. Left: Earth
system model (ESM) simulations. Right: regional climate model simulations. CCSM4 = Community Climate System Model
4; GFDL = Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory; HadGEM2 = Hadley Centre Global Environment Model Version 2;
WRF = Weather Research and Forecasting.
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ESM counterparts. In the ESM projections, there is a slight decrease or no change in the frequency of the
events occurring within the historical 0th- through 50th-percentile range and minimal increases in the fre-
quency of events in the 80th- to 95th-percentile range. The RCMs project similar sign changes for these per-
centiles by late in the century, but they also predict a decrease more significant for all events below the 60th
percentile as well as a more significant increase for the events above the 60th percentile. There is also better
agreement in the RCM simulations between the 0th and 95th percentile than in the ESMs, leading to more
confidence in the RCM simulations, as there is less model spread.

Although there are many important differences in the changes of precipitation distribution between various
regions, as highlighted in Figure 3, overall, the regional distribution of precipitation events projects an
increase in extreme wet and dry days and a decrease in median precipitation days. For example, the distribu-
tion changes in the Midwest and the Northeast are quite similar, so we present only the Midwest in Figure 3
to remain concise. For the Midwest (second row of Figure 3), there is a good consensus among the ESM simu-
lations that dry days will decrease considerably. However, only the WH and WGNN (not shown) reflect the
same result of decreasing dry-day frequency. In addition, the increase in frequency of events in the brackets
above the 80th percentile increases at a higher rate than the CONUS rate for all five RCM simulations and, to a
lesser extent, the ESM output.

The southeast region projections between the ESM data and RCM simulations are drastically different. Again,
the events greater than the 95th percentile increase in all of the simulations, but the ESM data are much dif-
ferent than the RCMs in all of the other percentile brackets. For example, the magnitude at which the number
of dry days changes in the five RCM simulations is much less, but the sign change in dry days is the same as its
ESM counterpart. The median and lower quartile percentile brackets are projected to increase or have mini-
mal change in the ESM simulations, whereas the RCM data indicate significant decreases in the frequency of
these events. In addition, all RCM simulations increase the frequency of 70th- to 95th-percentile events, and
the ESM data deviate significantly from this projection. The ESM simulations at times project similar increas-
ing frequencies as their RCM counterparts in the 95th percentile and above; however, when considering the
upper quartile (i.e., ~70th–100th percentiles), there is a much more significant increase in the RCM projec-
tions for the Southeast and Midwest.

The western regions yielded slightly different results when comparing the ESMs to the RCMs. In the
Northwest, the ESMs project more extreme events (i.e., 95th percentile and above) than its RCM counterpart,
with the exception of CCSM4. The RCM CCSM4 runs are the only simulations that project a slight decrease in
the number of dry days; the rest of the models all forecast large increases in the number of dry days for this
region. There is good agreement between all the models for the events in the 80th percentiles and above.
The ESMs forecast a more significant increase in the frequency of these events compared to the RCM simula-
tions; the CCSM4 again is the only one that does not. Even though the most significant added value between
the ESM and RCM simulations occurred in the western regions, it appears that in the Northwest they project
similar overall changes in terms of future precipitation distribution. In the Southwest, the difference in fre-
quency between the historical 0th and 95th percentiles and the future projections was similar in the ESMs
and RCMs. For the dry days, the RCM simulations all project a large increase in dry days. The WGN projects
two to three times more dry days than the GFDL-ESM 2G, which was the only ESM that projected an increase
in dry days by the end of the century.

3.3. Intensity of Extreme Precipitation versus Temperature

Previous research revealed that precipitation intensities are likely changing because there is more moisture in
the atmosphere due to the increased air temperature (e.g., Allen & Ingram, 2002). For example, in the
Midwest, a general estimate in the literature for the C-C relationship is that seasonal precipitation will
increase 5–7%/°C warming, and extreme events greater than the 95th percentile will increase in intensity
by 7–10% (e.g., d’Orgeville et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2017). This section aims to determine whether daily
extreme precipitation events increase in intensity because of warmer surface temperatures and by what
magnitude extreme events will increase. We first analyze the percentage changes between the top 20
historical heavy precipitation events and the future top 20 events in R8Y4 (left) and R8Y8 (right; Figure S1
in supporting information). By the mid-21st century, for the RCP8.5 scenario, there will be a 4–16% increase
in intensity for these events over much of the eastern CONUS. By the late 21st century, the RCP8.5 scenario
indicates that the magnitude of the top 20 events in areas across the Midwest, the Great Plains, and central
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California will increase by 16–20% compared to the historical top events. In addition, the spatial coverage of
increasing precipitation extremes for the 4–16% contours encompasses all grid points east of the Rockies. In
the following analysis, we show that there is typically a small temperature range where precipitation is the
strongest in each of these regions. Analyzing the top 20 events likely only yields events from this range
and thus does not adequately describe precipitation extremes throughout all temperature values during
the year.

In order to quantify the changes in daily precipitation intensity due to changes in air temperature, we employ
a method similar to that used by Wang et al. (2017). We bin all daily precipitation events greater than 10 mm
by their corresponding daily maximum temperature values with bin sizes of 1 °C. For each temperature bin,
we calculate the 99th percentile for precipitation events during historical and future periods. We then find the
average rainfall per event that occurs within the top 1% in that temperature bin, using only bins with at least
100 events. We also find the probability density functions for daily precipitation events versus temperature to
determine the percentage of events greater than 10 mm that occur within each temperature bin.

Figures 4 and 5 show the average magnitude of the top 1% of precipitation events within each temperature
bin for the R8Y8 (dotted) and historical (solid) period across the CONUS and five subregions. For consistency,

Figure 4. Temperature versus regional climate model average precipitation intensity for top 1% of events (red); distributions of precipitation events with greater
than 10 mm (black) for the contiguous United States (CONUS) (left), Midwest (middle), and Northeast (right). Dashed lines represent R8Y8 scenarios, and solid
lines represent historical simulations. Black temperature values indicate the temperature shift in the mode (i.e., peak) of the distributions, and red values represent
the percentage change of precipitation intensity in the mode of the distributions per °C temperature change. PDF = probability density function.
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we use the same three RCM simulations as in the previous section (Figure 3). Black lines indicate the
distribution of rainfall events greater than 10 mm for both historical and future scenarios for all
temperatures, where solid lines indicate historical events and dashed lines indicate future events. For the
CONUS (left column of Figure 4), all simulations indicate that extreme events will become more intense for
all temperatures greater than ~0 °C. We choose to focus on the temperature bins between 0 and 30 °C
because this is where over 85% of the 10 mm or greater precipitation events take place in all the historical
simulations. Overall, the biggest differences between the future and historical simulations occur around
10–14 °C and 29–30 °C; these exhibit an average increase of 30% and 40% in precipitation magnitude,
respectively. Within the 10–14 °C range, the frequency of rainfall events is about 10–20% higher for the
historical simulations (i.e., black solid line versus dashed line), but for the 29–30 °C range, the historical
frequency of rainfall events is 30–60% less than in the future, which means more events take place in this
warmer temperature range. This is due to the overall shift toward warmer temperatures in the probability
density function curves for all the simulations, which shifts the mode in the distributions about 2–3 °C to
the right in future simulations. There is a localized peak in precipitation intensity when historical
distributions peak, and future simulations still indicate an overall increase of 10–20% in intensity despite
having 10–30% fewer 10+ mm events at these temperatures. In the CONUS and in most subregions, the
peaks of the precipitation intensity for both historical and future precipitation events occur near the
temperature bin at or near the mode of the distribution. When comparing the precipitation intensity at

Figure 5. Same as Figure 4, but for the Southeast (left), Northwest (middle), and Southwest (right). PDF = probability density function.
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the mode for each of the individual RCM simulations and factoring in the 2–3 °C temperature shift, we see
that over the CONUS there is a C-C relationship of 10–15% increase in precipitation intensity per degree
Celsius for these temperature bins.

Over the Midwest (Figure 4, middle column), extreme precipitation events have projected similar future
intensities as the historical simulations at cooler temperatures. This remains the case until surface tempera-
ture reaches 15–18 °C, when the future simulations begin to increase the intensity of precipitation at a much
greater rate than the historical period. The historical peak intensity of precipitation extremes, which is the
temperature bin when precipitation intensity is the highest, occurs at 30–32 °C in all simulations. The peak
is actually warmer than the temperature for peak precipitation intensity in the future period (28 °C in all three
simulations). In the WGN simulations, there are values in the historical period warmer than 32 °C, but they
occur when the frequency of events is ~0.05% and are likely a product of a small subset of values that do
not reflect the overall trend in the models. The focus for this discussion remains at or near the mode of
the distributions, where the difference between the magnitude of historical and future precipitation is the
greatest. For future scenarios, there is an ~30% increase at the mode of the historical period (i.e., 30–
32 °C), and there are at least 20% fewer events in this temperature range. At 28 °C, we project that the mag-
nitude of extreme events will be 50–70% stronger on average per event, which is equivalent to 43–50 mm
(1.7–2.0 in.) of precipitation. This temperature bin contains 5–6% of all yearly precipitation events in future
decades, which is about a 25% increase compared to the historical period. Although the overall peak in pre-
cipitation intensity occurs at a cooler temperature in the future and not within the mode of the distribution,
we still see that the overall warm shift in the distribution accounts for an 11–15% increase in precipitation
intensity per degree Celsius warming for the mode.

In contrast to the Midwest, we project that the Northeast (Figure 4, right column) will experience more
intense precipitation events at all temperature bins in the RCM simulations. For the historical simulations,
there does not seem to be a temperature at which precipitation is maximized; all temperatures greater than
10 °C have similar intensities. By 30 °C, all three historical simulations have a frequency of precipitation events
that is less than 1%. In future projections, precipitation intensities continue to increase with temperature from
10 to 30 °C. Because of this gradual increase with warmer temperatures, the magnitude of extreme events
goes from 5–15% higher at 10 °C to 35–40% stronger at 25 °C, where the distribution of historical events is
large enough to produce a meaningful comparison. This trend continues at temperatures warmer than
25 °C as the frequency of historical events approaches zero. The Southeast (Figure 5, left column) yields simi-
lar results to the Northeast. The difference in magnitude between the historical and future projections at the
mode of the historical distributions is 20–45% at 27 °C when the historical frequency is much greater, but this
difference increases to 45–60% at just 2 °C warmer when the frequencies are approximately the same for
both historical and future simulations. This is equivalent to an increase of 10–50 mm (0.4–2.0 in.) at 27 °C
and an increase of 40–50 mm (1.6–2.0 in.) per event for extreme precipitation at 29 °C. The temperature
bin for the peak precipitation intensity increases 3–6 °C but only yields about a 3% increase/°C for the WH
and WCB simulations and a 15% increase per degree Celsius in the WGN simulation.

The Northwest (Figure 5, middle column) is different from the other regions in both the dynamical features
associated with large precipitation events and how extreme precipitation events change in the future. First,
the majority (~95%) of extreme precipitation events occur between 0 and 20 °C in the Northwest. Historically,
the temperature for peak precipitation intensity occurs between 6 and 9 °C in the three RCM simulations.
For the future simulations, the peak precipitation intensity occurs in temperature range from 10 to 12 °C.

Table 2
Multimodel Average of the Values Depicted in Figures 4 Through 7, Which Display the Temperature Shift (K) in the Mode and the Percent Change in Precipitation (%/K)
from Historical to Future

Model Parameter CONUS Midwest Northeast Southeast Northwest Southwest

RCM Temperature 4 4 4 4 10 2
Precipitation 5 13 5 4 2 18

GCM Temperature 2 2 3 3 2 3
Precipitation 13 7 7 4 �1 5

Note. CONUS = contiguous United States; RCM = regional climate model.
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This shift toward warmer temperatures in the distribution is directly related to the shift in peak precipitation
intensity. The future projections produce similar precipitation intensities to the historical simulations until the
warmer temperature bins, when the frequency of precipitation events is greater in the future projections. This
transition occurs at 7–9 °C in the models, which is approximately the median (~7.8 °C) for historical
distributions. The percent difference between the future and historical projections in the peak
precipitation bins ranges between 10% and 21%, and the average warm shift in the peak precipitation
values is about 3 °C. This leads to the precipitation intensity increasing by 4–6%/°C increase in surface
temperature, which is relatively close to the shift in extreme precipitation events projected using the C-C
relationship (e.g., Pall et al., 2007). The intensity increase of 10–21% results in 13–19 mm (0.5–0.75 in.) of
precipitation per extreme event. In addition to the changes projected for the peak of the curve, the shift in
the distribution curves causes precipitation events that occur below freezing to decrease from 18–24% in
the historical projections to 5–6% in the future projections. There is also an overall decrease in the
precipitation intensity for events below freezing.

The Southwest (Figure 5, right column) has several different dynamical features that bring large rainfall
events to this region. For example, in the historical simulations, the summer months contain the largest

Figure 6. Same as Figure 4, but for Earth system model data. The top row of numbers represents the shift in the mode of the distribution and the corresponding
precipitation intensity change per degree Celsius temperature change. The second row of values represents the shift in the temperature that experienced peak
precipitation intensity and the change in precipitation intensity per degree Celsius change. CCSM4 = Community Climate System Model 4; CONUS = contiguous
United States; GFDL-ESM2G = Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory Earth System Model 2; HadGEM2 = Hadley Centre Global Environment Model Version 2.
PDF = probability density function.
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rainfall events in parts of Arizona, Colorado, and New Mexico; however, most of Arizona, California, and
Nevada see the majority of their large precipitation events during the winter months (also see https://
www.usclimatedata.com/). Precipitation events that occur on days at or below freezing occur 12–15% of
the time but decrease to occurring only 3–4% of the time in the future. In addition, the magnitude of events
that occur when the temperature is below freezing are significantly less in the WGN andWHmodels (27–33%
decrease), and there is only a slight decrease in intensity in the WCBmodel (5% decrease). For the majority of
rainfall events above freezing, the magnitude of future precipitation intensity increases for nearly all tem-
perature bins. The largest increase in precipitation occurs between 6 and 12 °C, where precipitation intensity
increases by 12–50%. In the WCB and WH, this increase is equivalent to 38–51 mm (1.5–2.0 in.) more per
event within this temperature range. For warmer temperatures, the future simulations all have a localized
peak in precipitation between 20 and 30 °C that occurs to the left (colder) of the historical period. With the
exception of WGN (15% increase), this warm side peak is projected to be less intense compared to the histor-
ical peak at warmer temperatures. Overall, as shown in Table 2, multiple-RCMmean projects a 4 °C shift to the
warmer side of the temperature distribution over the entire CONUS, especially the Midwest, Northeast, and
Southeast, and a 10 °C warm shift over the Northwest. The precipitation extremes change accordingly due to
the temperature increases across various regions, with an increase of 12.94%/°C for precipitation intensity

Figure 7. Same as Figure 6, but for the Southeast (left), Northwest (middle), and Southwest (right). CCSM4 = Community Climate System Model 4; GFDL-
ESM2G = Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory Earth System Model 2; HadGEM2 = Hadley Centre Global Environment Model Version 2. PDF = probability den-
sity function.
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over the Midwest and an increase of 2.61%/°C over the Northwest. Although the Southwest experiences the
smallest temperature increase, the intensity of its precipitation extremes increases the most (17.73%/°C).

Figures 6 and 7 employ the same strategy as Figures 4 and 5, but with ESM data. With the exception of
CCSM4, the two ESM simulations have similar features in precipitation intensity evolution as RCMs. For exam-
ple, we see a warm shift in the temperature bin with the highest precipitation intensity in all regions.
However, precipitation extremes over the CONUS and subregions are significantly lower than those simu-
lated by the RCMs, as well as a lower temperature shift in the distributions in the ESM simulations.
Precipitation extremes increase in intensity due to a shift toward the warmer side in the distribution.
Unlike the RCMs, the peak precipitation intensity does not occur near the mode in most regions and/or simu-
lations, so we focus on the temperature bin with the peak extreme precipitation intensity instead. In the
GFDL-ESM 2G and HadGEM2, due to the warm shift, the peak precipitation intensity corresponds to an
increase of ~8%/°C for the CONUS and ~5%/°C for the Midwest (Figure 6, left and middle, respectively).
This finding is similar to the results presented by Wang et al. (2017) for the Midwest using multiple ESM data.
Note that the warm shift in the mode of temperature distributions is much higher in RCMs than in ESMs,
which creates the potential for a greater increase in precipitation extremes. Other than near the peak

Figure 8. (a) March-April-May (MAM) precipitation distributions for Midwest under the R8Y8 scenario compared to the historical simulations. (b) Average 850-hPa
meridional wind anomaly for top 10 historical Midwest events. 8Y8 anomaly for 850-hPa meridional wind anomaly compared to historical simulation for (c) April
and May and (d) June and July. CCSM4 = Community Climate System Model 4; GFDL = Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory; HadGEM2 = Hadley Centre Global
Environment Model Version 2. PDF = probability density function. WRF = Weather Research and Forecasting.
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intensity value, most other temperature bins do not yield precipitation intensity increases at the same rate as
their RCM counterparts.

There are large regional differences between the ESM and RCM projections in terms of the magnitude of
precipitation intensity. In some cases, precipitation increases via the C-C relationship (i.e., a shift in precipita-
tion distributions to warmer temperatures) are similar between historical and future projections in the ESMs
and RCMs. As mentioned above, the overall trend in each region is that there is a greater shift in the mode of
temperature distributions for the RCM simulations, which leads to the potential for higher-magnitude preci-
pitation events. In addition, because the magnitude of extreme events in the ESMs is significantly less than in
the RCM simulations, a similar or smaller percent increase in intensity for RCM simulations does not yield the
same change in intensity. For example, excluding the CCSM4 results, the temperature bin with the highest
average precipitation total in the ESMs for the CONUS increases in intensity by 16–20 mm (0.63–0.79 in.).
Despite experiencing a slightly higher percent increase in precipitation intensity compared to the historical
period as the ESMs, the temperature bin with the highest average extreme precipitation for CONUS increases
by 30 mm (1.2 in.) in both the WGN and WH simulations and 26 mm for the WCB. If we consider the multi-
model average of values depicted in Figures 4–7, as shown in Table 2, the ESMs project 2–3 °C of warming
over the CONUS and its five subregions. This increase is smaller than that predicted by the RCM projections,
with the exception of the data for the Southwest. For example, over the Midwest and Southwest, the inten-
sities of precipitation extremes increase by 7.38%/°C and 5.32%/°C, a much smaller increase than those
projected by the multiple RCM mean. Over the CONUS, the intensity of precipitation extremes increases by
13.12%/°C; this change is larger than that projected by the RCMs, but a multimodel average over a region
as large as the CONUS may not yield optimal results.

Finally, the biggest difference between the RCM and ESM simulations occurs when the CCSM4 data are com-
pared to the WCB. There are minimal changes to temperature-dependent precipitation intensities for all
regions in the CCSM4 data. With the exception of the Northwest (Figure 7, middle column), the peak preci-
pitation intensity is about the same or slightly higher in all of the other regions shown in Figures 6 and 7.
This is best illustrated in the Northeast region (Figure 6, right column). The WCB simulations (Figure 4, right
column) project increased precipitation intensity at all temperatures, but for the CCSM4 there are only a
few temperature bins with higher precipitation intensities in the future projections, and the peak precipita-
tion intensity is less than in the historical period.

4. Summary and Discussion

We used an ensemble of dynamically downscaled simulations with a 12-km horizontal spatial resolution to
project future precipitation extremes over several regions across the CONUS. We found that compared to
ESM output, dynamical downscaling shows significant improvements in simulating extreme precipitation.
However, in several instances, RCM simulations were less accurate at simulating seasonal precipitation com-
pared to ESM data. Because models representing historical extreme events more accurately also produce
more reliable future projections (Bukovsky, 2012; Christensen et al., 2010; Loikith et al., 2015; Lorenz &
Jacob, 2010; Wang & Kotamarthi, 2015), it is valuable to quantify the improvements made compared to
ESM data for the ensemble we used in this study. Nudging and bias correction significantly reduce precipita-
tion biases over the eastern two thirds of the country. There are also improvements in seasonal spring and fall
precipitation over the Midwest and much of the Plains region when nudging and bias correction are
employed. We also suggest that employing bias correction and nudging has benefits when considering
extreme precipitation events over the eastern two thirds of the CONUS.

RCM simulations project a large increase in the number of dry days and the number of very heavy precipita-
tion days (i.e., 95th percentile and higher) in most models and regions. However, these simulations also pro-
ject a decrease in the number of moderate precipitation days (e.g., 0th–70th percentile). Although the
magnitude of distribution changes is different, the projected evolution of precipitation distributions in this
study is similar to statistical downscaling analyses presented in chapter 7 of USGCRP (2017), as well as those
found in previous dynamical downscaled studies (e.g., Bukovsky & Karoly, 2011; Harding & Snyder, 2015).
Dynamical downscaling is likely superior to statistical downscaling in this regard, because statistical down-
scaling cannot accurately project changes in daily extreme precipitation without the ability to resolve pro-
jected changes in dynamics (Hayhoe et al., 2007). Compared to the ESMs, the overall trend for most
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regions is that the frequency of events >95th-percentile days is similar to that of the RCM projections. The
biggest difference between the ESMs and RCMs occurs between the 0th and 95th percentiles as well as mag-
nitude and sign of dry day change. The ESMs project minimal changes to the distributions between the 0th
and 95th percentiles. The analyses of the relationship between temperature distribution and corresponding
precipitation extremes show that the rightward shift in projected future temperature distributions likely con-
tributes to the overall increasing precipitation intensity for most regions, including the CONUS as a whole.

The dynamically downscaled simulations project similar changes as the ESM data in the frequencies of
extreme events and dry days in the Northwest. That said, the magnitude of extreme events is significantly
higher in the RCM simulations. Most strong precipitation events in the Northwest are due to atmospheric riv-
ers (e.g., Shields & Kiehl, 2016). Dettinger (2011) projects that atmospheric rivers will not increase in frequency
in the future but they have the potential to be stronger and occur at warmer temperatures due to increasing
surface temperatures. Our results support this finding, because both themagnitude of precipitation extremes
and the temperature in which precipitation extremes are maximized are increasing.

For the Southwest, there were several discrepancies between the ESMs and RCMs in regard to the frequen-
cies of precipitation events. For example, dry days are expected to increase in all RCM simulations at a much
higher rate than in their ESM counterparts. In both the Northwest and Southwest, the magnitude and fre-
quency of extreme precipitation that occurs when maximum daily temperature is below freezing are signifi-
cantly less than the historical simulations. Lute et al. (2015) used a downscaled ESM analysis to show a
decreasing number of snowfall days that were of similar magnitude as those in the simulations presented
in this study. In addition, Gergel et al. (2017) projected declining large snowfall events, decreasing snowpack,
and increasing wildfires. An overall increase in dry days in the Southwest, along with decreasing snowfall
magnitude and frequencies in both western regions, projected by this ensemble could lead to significant
need for water management adaptations.

The regional precipitation frequencies in Figure 3 yield the most significant differences compared to ESM
data in convectively driven regions such as the Southeast. Overall, the RCM simulations in the Southeast all
agree with the projection that events greater than the 80th percentile will increase in frequency and that
median days will decrease at a modest rate. The overall signal in the ESM data for the Southeast was not clear;
each model yielded different results for the frequencies of median-high-precipitation events in the future,
but the RCM simulations yielded higher confidence in their projections because they had strong agreement
despite different boundary conditions.

Unlike the Northwest, a modest increase in precipitation intensity is projected at most temperatures in the
Northeast and to a lesser extent in the Southeast. The magnitude of increases in precipitation intensity for
most temperatures is larger in the RCM compared with that in the ESMs for these two regions. In addition,
evidence suggests that precipitation events will occur more frequently near 30 °C. At this temperature, histor-
ical precipitation intensity and frequency have drastically decreased over time. Previous studies alluded to
the potential for higher resolution simulations to decrease midlatitude cyclone activity along the East
Coast of the United States; however, the strength of midlatitude cyclones is expected to increase (E. K.
Chang, Ma, et al., 2016; W. Chang, Stein, et al., 2016; Colle et al., 2013; Pfahl et al., 2015). More research on this
ensemble is necessary to determine whether that leads to large increases in magnitude at most
surface temperatures.

The Midwest presents an interesting case study in our ensemble. Unlike other regions, the results from
Figure 4 show that a shift in precipitation distribution in warm temperatures had little effect on the tempera-
ture where the peak precipitation intensity occurred. In all of the simulations, the peak in precipitation inten-
sity occurred at cooler temperatures than it did in the historical period. This was not the case for the ESM data
presented in Figure 6, where increasing precipitation extreme intensity peaks at a warmer temperature.
Figure 6 supports the overall conclusions of the study conducted byWang et al. (2017). They used ESM results
and a similar method to analyze the Midwest. Contrasts between Figures 4 and 6 suggest that an improved
ability to represent dynamical features in the RCMs likely plays a more significant role in the Midwest than in
other regions.

Previous studies show that increasing intensity of extreme events tends to result from increased moisture
convergence in the Midwest due to the low-level jet (LLJ) during the spring (e.g., Cook et al., 2008).
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Figure 8 analyzes the role the LLJ played in warm-season precipitation events in the future projections.
Figure 8a uses the same method presented in Figure 3, but for March, April, and May in the Midwest.
Unlike the yearly distribution in Figure 3, all models show a significant decrease in the number of dry days,
and they yield much larger increases in the upper quartile than the yearly average. In Figure 8b, we show
the average 850-hPa meridional wind (i.e., north-south wind) anomaly during the top 10 historical events
to get an idea of how the LLJ plays a role in large Midwestern precipitation events. Comparing that to the
average change in meridional winds in the projections shown in Figures 8c and 8d, we can conclude that
April and May yield more favorable changes in LLJ dynamics compared to June and July. Spring
precipitation extremes will likely increase more quickly due to dynamical features in the RCMs. This
increased northward-moving LLJ will likely increase the temperature gradient for frontal systems
associated with midlatitude extratropical cyclones by bringing warm, moist air from the Gulf of Mexico into
the Midwest. This is important because Kunkel et al. (2012) show that frontal systems result in 90–93% of his-
torical extreme precipitation events in the Midwest during the spring. Historically, the peak in the LLJ is max-
imized during June and July (Higgins et al., 1997). However, our results indicate that the greatest change in
the LLJ will occur during the spring months, because peak precipitation events tend to occur at cooler tem-
peratures. These results are also supported by Cook et al. (2008), who found that increasing LLJ strength
peaks earlier in the year for future simulations. The large increase in springtime Midwest precipitation is also
likely the primary driver for the Midwest experiencing the smallest regional shift in the extreme June-July-
August temperature presented in Zobel et al. (2017). Changing atmospheric dynamics in a warmer climate
likely played a more significant role in Midwestern intensity changes than increasing surface temperatures
and led to the peak precipitation intensity occurring at lower temperatures in future simulations. Future
research should analyze the dynamics associated with these changes in precipitation extremes for all regions.
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